Today, we are facing intensive economic and political crisis. The reason is that we have never had genuine democracy, and instead governance by political parties (supported by capitalist corporations) who have their own agendas which have little to do with public welfare. In corporate capitalist economy, the financial elite and the elite corporations constitute a separate class who control the government and their policies, for their own profit-seeking. There is hence now a crisis of confidence in the financial system as well as in the political system. This is why people are protesting around Wall Street (the symbol of the capitalist democratic system), expressing their pent-up frustration for fulfillment of human needs and for an end to corporate greed. The Occupy Financial Districts has now become a global movement. So now this has created a massive political and social crisis, which is truly a systemic crisis. How to bring this about systemically and politically is what the book provides.

Solution for the Governance and Economy crisis (provided by the book): In developing an enlightened socio-economic political-governance environment, this book provides a new socio-economic political-governance system based on (i) Cooperative Economic system (CES) of cooperatively managed institutions and enterprises, and (ii) Civilian Economic Democracy (CED) governance sans political parties, whereby the most qualified representatives of all the functional sectors of the community get elected to the local legislature. Thus this Civilian Economic Democratic Political system would not need and involve political parties, and would represent people’s (or civilian) democracy. Thereby, there will be civilian democracy sans political parties!

“Professor Dhanjoo Ghista offers sensible and practical solutions to economic problems that now afflicting the world. Since his prescriptions are based on human nature, they will go a long way in eradicating various global crises. The book, written in 2004, foreshadowed some of the troubles plaguing the planet today. There is no doubt the world needs economic democracy so that real political democracy prevails and poverty is eliminated.”

Ravi Batra, Professor of Economics, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, USA
Author of seven international bestsellers, two of which appeared on The New York Times list, including The Downfall of Capitalism and Communism, and The New Golden Age
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"Ghista’s broad-brush analysis of the world’s socio-political systems is not merely radical, or hard-hitting — it is remarkably honest and straightforward … His analysis is a fascinating blend of social and political science, with a visionary zeal … A brave book, with noble objectives — it very much deserves to be read."
— Edward Karani Allbless
Coudert Brothers LLP, (Attorneys-at-Law, Singapore)

"This book is written with a deep human compassion for the Fourth Worlds, the persecuted, the poverty-stricken, the marginalized, and the truly destitute in our global society … The scope is majestic: from local self-organized economic units all the way up to global world level government … I applaud Ghista’s efforts and hope that he is heard … All I can say is that it is about time someone wrote from this perspective!"
— Pauline V Rosenau
Professor of Management, Policy and Community Health
University of Texas — Houston Health Science Center, USA

"At a time of profound global change, Ghista is to be warmly congratulated on an invaluable contribution for achieving peace and security in all its diverse aspects — most importantly at grassroots level … This book will become required reading in schools and universities as well as in business, NGO and government circles."
— Eirwen Harbottle
Widow of the late Brigadier-General Michael Harbottle
(Founder of Generals for Peace and Disarmament)
Co-Creator of the Centre for International Peacebuilding and the Youth Musical PEACE CHILD

Political Structuring: The new economic-political system will be structured in the form of autonomous functionally-sustainable communities (FSCs), within regional economic zones (REZs) and self-reliant regional unions (SRUs, such as the EU). This system of FSCs, REZs and SRUs will come under the aegis of (and collectively represented by) a democratically structured World government (representing grass-roots FSCs), over-seeing the development of a comprehensive charter of human rights and social justice for all the people of the world. The neo-humanistic integrated system of CES and CED, to be implemented within FSCs, will provide grass-roots socio-economic-political empowerment, contrary to the system of centralized economic and political governance.

Present Day Book: This book, published in 2004, was in fact far ahead of its time; but now, as can be seen, the time for this book has arrived. The book provides a solution pathway for the Occupy Financial Districts movements expressing long-time muffled disillusionment with the current socio-economic and political-governance system and its policies. This book primarily serves as a valuable teaching, learning, knowledge and research resource for (i) a holistic approach to a sustainable living environment promoting collective welfare, and (ii) a multi-stage road-map towards a world government system for unification of all the communities of the world into one global cooperative. The combined system of socio-economic democracy (involving knowledge and conscientious governance executives elected by and directly representing the various functional sectors of FSCs) and world government will help transform the current undignified north-south socioeconomic order into a democratic and equitable globalization order, for collective social security towards achieving sustainable local and global peace.
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